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Heip for Homecoming: A
new group is trying to revitalize Homecoming .
See page 3.

Let the
Games
~
Begin: The
International
Student
Organziation
is sponsoring
activities
.......
centered
NAGANO 98
around
Nagano (pronounced either
way) in the U Meadows
Clubhouse.
See page 5.

UPB
president
calls for
dissolution
ofSABC

Health
.S ervices
.welcomes
higher' fees
More money will mean
expanded services
BY MARY LINDSLEY
.........................................................................
, ........................... .

staff writer

.

A

'BO's Attack: Couldn't get
enough of the' 80s? Adam
Sandler can fill that void with his
new flick The Wedding Singer.

Says members were
never officially approved

University Health Services is in the
midst of expanding services and treatment
options available to students following a 20
percent increase in student health fees.
Debbie Carey, a department assistant
with Health Services, said tliat recent additions to the clinic's offerings include an onstaff nurse practitioner, prescription med-

BY
DOUG HARRISON
............................................................
-.... -............... -............ _..........

staff writer

See page 3.
Editorial: UPB must be
ready to make some real
changes in structure if it is
to get out of its recent funk.
See page 4.
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Health Services Hours
127 Woods Hall
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Psychiatrist's
license suspended
for prescribing
masturbation
HARRISONBURG, VA
(lJ.,wIRE) - A local psychiatrist's status with James
Madison University is uncertain following the indefinite
suspension of his medical
license last week for prescribing masturbation therapy in
seven cases from 1969 to
Dr. Carl Robert Showalter,
JMU's psychiatrist since
1969, prescribed masturbation
therapy, which the Virginia
Medical Board said is "not a
recognized psychiatric treatment modality. n
Showalter said he no longer
uses masturbation therapy.
Showalter prescribed the treatment to seven patients who
were suffering from sexual
problems from 1969 to 1988,
according to a consent order.
These seven patients have
lodged complaints. In one
case, from Feb. 1986 to May
1987, "Showalter represented
masturbation as a legitimate
form of treatment to Patient
B," the order states.
Showalter allegedly took
Polaroid photos of one of his
patients. The patient was
allegedly naked. At no time
did Patient G feel that Dr.
Showalter made any overt sexual advances toward him," the
order stated. Patient G also
said the therapy was helpful in
addressing his psycho!ogical
problems.
U

-Brad Jenkins
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Women's Clinic
Services

Una Ga linurena/ The Current

(Mondays during spring semester; 3 to 7 p.rn.)
Pap Smear
Birth Control
srDInformation
Yeast Infection
Breast Exam Instruction

Nallcy M agnuso, DSN, wraps Todd Parker's ankle at the University Healt h

Services Center In 127 Woods Hall.
ications and a clinic geared towards
women's health concerns.
Carey said students are able to see the
nurse practitioner at no charge. Because
the nurse practitioner is licensed to issue
prescriptions, the clinic has begun to prescribe some medications.
"Most of it is antibiotics such as am mcicillin and penicillin," Carey said. ''They're
generic enough that th ey can be used to
treat several different thin gs."
Carey said that the charge to students

Expanded Options

1988.

~.

Monday thru Thursday
8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Friday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Call 516-5671
(emergency: 911)
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Prescription Meds
Measles Vaccination
TB Skin Tests

fo r pr scriptions is equal [Q what Health
Services pays for the medications. most
being around $6 .50. The over-the-counter
medications that the clinic has provided in
the past vyi.lI still be available free of charge.
In addition, H ealth ervi es starred a
Women's H ealth Ciinic -within it Woods
Hall location earlier his month. The new
erv ice, an ilable by appointment on

see HEALTH page 1 0

The president of two student organizations
censured by the Student Activity Budget
Committee is calling for Student Government
. Association representatives to void the committee's actions, claiming committee members were
never fom1ally approved by SGA.
Sharone H opkins, president of the University
Program Board and the Associated Black
Collegians, says he and Steven Wolfe, graduate
school representative to SGA, will introduce a
motion at Wednesday's SGA meeting that, if
approved, would make "any decisions already
made by the SABC regarding restrictions on Student groups' funding . .. null and void.»
"Section seven [of the SGA constitution] says
all SABC members must be approved by the '
assembly," Hopkins said Friday, referring to
Article II, Section seven. 'They [the assembly]
never did that."
Nearly $400,000 of student fees hangs the in
balance of Wednesday's meeting. SABC, a sevenmember panel chaired by Ri k Blanton, interim
din!ctOr of Student Activities, disburses the
money among recognized student organizations.
Under a recent ruling by SABC, both UPB's
and ABC's student leaders will lose.direct control
of their orgaru7..1tions funds next year for failing
to attend a mandatory budget workshop held
each year as part f the fee allocation request
process. At the tinle, H opkins said he didn't
think he had to go. "I am fully aware of the
process , . . probably better than some of the people who sit on the committee," he said after the
ruling.
see SA Be , page 3

l\very prepares
for U Center fight
BY DAVID BAUGHER ._ _ _ __ __

_

staff writer

. Student Government Association President
Jim Avery said last week he ",ill make getting students compensation for the old University Center
his major priority for the semester.
"I think that what's going to happen -with this
new University Center is a major issue," Avery
said. 'That's my most important issue."
Avery said he believes students should be
reimbursed for the old U Center, which will likeIy be converted to
" f ..............!!!!
non-student use
. ~
after the new U
'm looking
Cemer IS coninto the legal
srructed, since student funds original- asp@ct of it. . '
I)' helped finance have an actual
the facility.
attorney lookAdministratOrs·
• t .
I"g ," _0 ~t.
havesai d .the build
' ing belongs to the
-Jim Avery
University and that
SGA president
compensation is
not likely. Avery
"
said the issue has not yet been resoNed.
''I'm looking into the legal aspect of it," Avery
said. "I have an actual attorney looking into it."
Avery said the issue may cause some of his priorities ftom last semester to be put on hold.
Teacher evaluacions are one example.
nI kind of held off on that," Avery said. "The
reason I w-aited on it wa5 because problems came
up -with a lot of students who were anti-

see AVERY, page 3

Beyond Bo undari es
Poet, scholar is
comfortable in
classroom or
Carnegie Hall
BY

MARY

- - - . - -- ----.-- ..

LINDSLEY
-~-

staff writer

-- ...-.--.--.-.- -.......-..

.-..

~--

UM-Sr. Louis adjunct professor Shirley
LaFlore defies easy classification.
She teaches literature, is a poet and a
spoken-word artist. She has an advanced
degree in psychology and specialized tt'alling in drug and alcohol abuse. H er work
has been published in literary anthologies
and appears on recordings.
She has performed everywhere, from
backyard cheater as a child to blues feStivals
to an appearance at Carnegie Hall in 1994.
Although the forms LaFlore's work
takes may vary, the inspiration for much of
it is the same: her fascination -with language
and pride in her African-American heritage.
"I was alw2)'s fascinated by words, the
. language spoken in my community,"
LaFlore said. ''The verbal dexterity, the
cliches, the songs and music itself."
LaFlore, a native St. Louisan, describes
the environment she was brought up in as a
creative one, coming from a family whose
members were ""Titers, poets and musicians. She recalls being eXposed to a wide
range of music, such as traditional, cl~ ssir.al
and gospel.
LaFlore says her family WaS also aCtive in

.

Chad

Hamhy/The Current

Poet and teacher Shirley LaFlore in her office on campus,

the comm unity as members of the
and with their involvement in the
African Me thodist Episcopal C hurch. As
she developed :m. aW;jreI1ess of her environment, she also realized the beaut)' of language.
"People in the African-American community spoke in terms of the effect of song,
churches, sermons," LaFlore said. ''There
was such an element of rhYl:hm t1d repetiNl~.ACP

tion.')

As a c.hild, LaFlore was already creating
artistic works. On weekends, s_e and Q her
chtldren in the neighborhood wouid put on

plays on a backyard stage, charging a nickel
or a dime to get in, She also found she could
express herself through poetry,
"I think for me, poetry always was a way
to giye voice to my imagination, my feelings, and also to things that I'm around
socially, cultu raUy," laFlore said.
She W~nt on to graduate from Sumner
H igh School and attended Lincoln
Un ivers ity in Jefferson City, an AfricanAmerican college. She later earned an
advan ::ecl degree from Washington
see POET , page 3
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Put It on the ao.d: The CIlTTW Events 8uJ1etin Boani is a seroice provided free of
charge 10 aU student organizations and UnireTsity departmen1s and divisions. Deadline for
submissions 10 The Currmt Ewus BulJetm Boani is 5 p.m every Thursday befOTe publimIinn. Spare am.siderotian is giren to stud.en1 organizations and is on a first-amu!, firstserved basis. Mk ruggest all submissions be posted at least two weeks prior to the event.
Send submissions 10: Todd Appel, 7940 Naturoi Bridge Road, St Louis MO 63121 or
fax 516-6811. All listings u_ 51.6 prefixes unless otherwiM indic8ted.

U e- In
Monday, Feb. 16
• The Muir String Quartet will be performing
for the Chamber Classics at the Ethical
Society as part ·of the Premiere
Performances at 7:30 p.m. Contact: 5818
for tickets and information.

• The Rec Sports Racquetball Toumament is
scheduled to begin today. Contact: Rec
Sports, 5326.
• "Teen Pregnancy Prevention" American
Association of University Women, FergusonFlorissant Branch will present a program on
Teen Pregnancy Prevention Education, featuring Leah Edelmanthe Public Relations
Coordinator for Planned Parenthood, at 7
p.m. in 75 J.C.Penney. Contact: Debra Knox
Deiermann, 432-3575.
• "The Traditional Music Maker In Irish
Society." Seminar by; Dr. Gearoid 0
Allmhurain, Lecturer, University of San
Francisco. from 2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in
the McDonnell Conference Room (331
SSB). Sponsored by the Center for
International Studies, Anthropology, History,
and Music, UM-St. Louis, and St . Louis Irish
Arts. Contact: International Studies, 5753.
• A Millennial Retrospective of the Twentieth
-Century Woodwind Chamber MusI<>A
Perfonnance. Eastwinds, a local quintet.
will playa variety of pieces from this century. This event will be held in 229
J.C .Penney. Contact: Karen Lucas, 5699.
• Biological Society meeting at 1:30 p.m. in
111 Benton Hall anyone is welcome.
Contact: 6438.
• Douglas A. K1inghom, of the University of
lIIin~hiCago, will discuss "Plant Derived
Compounds of Potential Use in Combating
Cancer" at 4 p.m. in 451 Benton Hall as
part of the Chemistry Department's Winter
1998 Chemistry Colloquia series.
Tuesday, Feb. 17
• Biological Society meeting at 4:30 p.m. in
111 Benton Hall anyone is welcome.
Contact: 6438.
• Introduction to Weight Training: Learn how
to use the Fitness Center and weight room
to achieve the goals you desire. ·Fee
$5.00. Contact: Rec Sports, 5326.

• Neni Panourgla, assistant professor of
anthropology at New YOf1( University, will
discuss "The Perfect Dead: Anthropology
and the Study of the Native" at 7 p.m. in
78 J.C . Penney in a seminar sponsored by
the Karakas Family Foundation Alliance for
the Advancement of Hellenic Studies, the
Center for the Humanities and the
Anthropology Department. Contact: 5753.
Thursday, Feb. 19
• One Rew Over the Cuckoo's Nest part of
the UM-St. Louis Rivermen Film Serie;s at
10 ,a.m. in the U-Center Lounge. Free
Admission with a UM-St. Louis 10. Contact:
Student Activities, 5291.
• Coffee House (food, music, and fun) at 6
p.m. in the Newman House followed by
"Fellowship Night" on 8200 Natural Bridge
across the street from Benton Hall.
Contact: Betty, 385-3455.

• A B8slc fitness, Nutrition and Weight Loss
Class will be held in the Mark Twain
Building from 1-2 p.m. Gain practical
knowledge and learn how to set goals to
achieve the results you want. Fee is $5.00.
Contact: Rec-Sports, 5326.
Friday, Feb. 20
• Anthropology's Humanistic Project: .
Aeldwork as Anomaly, Ethnography as the
Shaping of the Unknown from 1:00 p.m. to
2:30 p.m. in 331 SSB. Edith Turner former
comrade-in-arms of the eminent anthropologist Victor Turner. She will be speaking
about her effort to develop and promote
innovative ways of writing about the expertence of fieldwork, drawing on her own lifetime of fieldwork among the Ndembu of
Zambia, the Inupiat of Northern Alaska, and
the rural folk of Ireland. Contact: 5699.
• Physics Colloquium "Remarks on
Ankelsteln's Q-set theory" given by
Professor Stephen Selesnick of the
Department of Mathematics at 3:00 p.m.
in 328 Benton Hall with coffee at 2:30
p.m. in 516 Benton Hall. Sponsored by the
Department of Physics and Astronomy.

• Bob Nauss. professor of management sciWednesday, ~. 18
• One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest part of
the UM-St. Louis Rivermen Film Series at
10 p.m . in the U-Meadows Clubhouse. Free
Admission with a UM-St. Louis 10. Contact:
Student Activities, 5291.
• Beyond Romance: The Chall.e nges. Dr.
Sharon Biegen, Ph.D. of the Counseling

• Family Night at the Basketball Game. UMSt. Louis alumni can help cheer the
Rivermel1 on to victory when they challenge
the SIU Edwardsville Cougars. The showdown is in the Mark Twain Athletic Center.
The women's team plays at 5:30 p.m. and
the men's team plays at 7:30 p.m. The
Alumni Family Party begins at 6:30 p.m. in
the upper balcony of the Mark Twain
Athletic Center. Reservations required.
Contact: 6460.

Service will provide information to use in
relationships from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. in the
Women 's Center 211/212 Clark Hall.
Contact: The Women's Center, 5380;

. enea will discuss "Solving t/1e Classical
Generalized·Assignment Problem" at 12
p.m . in 212 CCB as part of the
Business/Economics 1998 Seminar Series.
Contact: Nasser Arshadi, 6272.
Saturday, Feb. 21
• The Riverettes will be performing at the
Women's Basketball game.

i

.1

one among many to lead
UM-St. Louis campus
newspaper. The Senate
Student Publications
committee is now accepting applications from
qualified students wishing to become candidates
for editor in chief of The
Current for 1998-99.
J

Judi Unville
faculty adviser
David Baugher

news editor
Becky Rickard

features editor
Ken Dunkin

• Black Women in History. Professor Leslie
Brown discusses Black women in American
history from 12 p.m. to 1 p .m. in the
Women's Center 211/ 212 Clark Hall.
Contact: The Women's Center, 5380.

sports editor
Daniel Hazelton

photography director
Wendy Verhoff

community relations director
Wendy Jeffries
web editor
Scott Lee

copy editor

i

Marty Johnson

hour program includes Ron Himes, director,
St. Louis Black Repertory Company, who
will discuss the Company's current production of Blues for an Alabama Sky"; Tommy
Lott, professor of philosophy, UM-St. Louis,
who will present "Harlem Renaissance
Negritude," an analysis of Alain Locke's
theory of art; Robert Ray, associate professor of music, UM-St. Louis, and members of
the In Unison Chorus to perform vocal
music from the Harlem Renaissance; and
Bill Richardson, assistant professor of
music, UM-St. Louis, on instrumental music
of this period. Sponsored by the Center for
the Humanities. Contact: Karen Lucas,

• Student Social Wor1< Association meeting
. at 4 p.m. in the Lucas Hall Evening College
Conference Room on the third floor.
Contact : Barb Collaso, 5105.
• One-hour Rae Sports Table Tennis Clinic for
BegInners will be held at 12:00 p.m. in 221
Mark Twain. Contact: Rec Sports, 5326.
Wednesday, Feb. 25
• The Long Riders part of the UM-St. Louis
Rivermen Film Series at 10 p.m. in the U·
Meadows Clubhouse. Free Admission with a
UM·St . Louis 10. Contact: Student
Activities, 5291.

l

Matthew Regen"'ur~er
A&E edilor
Mary Undsley

news associate
Amy Lombardo
features associate

The Long Riders part of the UM-St. Louis '
Rivermen Film Series at 10 a.m. in the UCenter Lounge. Free Admission with a UMSt. Louis ID. Contact: Student Activities,

Tom Wombacher

advertising associate
Stephanie Platt

photography associate

5291.

Todd Appel

production associate

• Healthy Eating: the Key to Successful
Weight Management. Counseling Services
and University Health Services will sponsor
information tables and eating disorder
screening tests at South Campus, Marillac
Lobby, 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Contact :

• "A Door Opens: From Collaboration to Self.
Direction In the LHe of a SenIor Woman
Anthropologist" Edith Turner will speak from
2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in 1312 Tower. Cosponsored by the Center for the Humanities
and the Center for International Studies.
Contact: 5699.
Tuesday, Feb. 24
Introduction to Weight Training: Learn how
to use the Fitness Center and weight room
to achieve the goals you desire. Fee
$5.00. Contact : Rec Sports, 5326.

cartoonist

Thursday, Feb. 26
• Body Images/Eating Dlsorders---tecture
and film by Tammy Cook of St. John's
Mercy Behavioral Services from 2:00 p.m.
to 3:15 p.m . in 201 SSB. Contact: Nan
Sweet, 6383 or Deborah Bowman, 5581.

5699.

Dave Klnworthy

sports associate
7940 NatunoIlII1dCa RNd
st. Loul.. MIuour1 63U1
(314) 516-5174 Newsroom
(314) 516-5316 Advertising
(314) 516-5175 Business
(314) 516-6811 Fax

5711.
"Game Night" at the St . Jane Center from 5
p.m. to 7 p.m. Play games and have a free
dinner with families in the area. Contact:
Betty, 385-3455.

email: current@ljiru. umsl.edu
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Saturday, Feb. 28
• Honor's College Reun.ion. Pierre Lac lede
Honors College alumni have scheduled their
first reuni on. The event will be held at the
Honors College at 6 p.m. and will mark the
beginning of the Pierre Lacled e Honors
College Alumni Chapter. Contact: 6453 to
RSVP.

~shed week~ '"
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• "Ute in the Spirit Seminar" at 7 p.m. in the
Newman House at 8200 Natural Bridge
Road . Contact: Betty, 385-3455.
Friday, Feb. 27
Physics Colloquium "Broken Symmetry in
Uquld Helium" given by Professor Fred
Ristig from the University of Cologne,
Germany and Washington University, St.
Louis. It will be held at 3:00 p.m. in 328
Benton Hall preceded by coffee at 2:30
p.m. in 516 Benton Hall. Sponsored by the
Department of Physics and Astronomy.
"
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Correction
In issue 912 of The Current a
photo on page one failed to identify Henry Givens, president of
Harris-Stowe State College, who
appeared in the photo with James
Buford. 1M! apalogize fo r this
error and any confusion it caused.
-the editor

i

j'

GETTING THE

•• • ••• • •• • •• ••• •• • • •• •• •• •

The Current needs the

Pam Whit.

business manager
Brian Wall
advertising director

• Eccumenical Service of Ashes at 12:05
p.m . in 72 J.C. Penney. All are invited.
Contact: Dennis Chitwood, Director of
Campus Ministry, 7425 .

! Monday, Feb. 23
! • The Harlem Renaissance from 11:00 a.m.
to 1:00 p.m. in 126 J.C. Penney. This 2

Be the One

editor in chief
Bill Rolfes
managing editor

5711.

I•

1

Doug Harrison

• Healthy Eating: the Key to Successful
Weight Management. Counseling Services
and University Health Services will sponsor
information tables and eating disorder
screening tests at the University Center
Lobby, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Contact:

Sunday, Feb. 22
Meridian Arts Ensemble will be performing
for the Horizons at the Sheldon as part of
the Premiere Performances at 3:00 p.m.
Contact: 5818 for tickets and information.

________________~~~

To qualify students must :
• be enroUed in good stand-

ing
• not be on disciplinary probation

• have a cumulative grade point
average of at least 2.0 (on a 4.0
scale)
• must have completed a minimum
o/nine (9) academic credit hours at
UM-St. Louis
. To apply students must submit:

• a resume
• a cover letter
• three letters of reference

(must be able to prove academic eligibility upon demand; experience in
journalism and management
strongly recommended but not
required)

•

Applications must be submitted to

the editor of The Current on or
before March 6, 1998 at 5 p.m.
The Current is located at 7940
Natural Bridge Road. All applications must be presented in person.
Call 516-5183 for more details.

j

I

In the past 36 hours, have you begun
to experience flu-like symptoms along
with a fever of at least 100°F?
You may be qualified to participate in a research study in
your area for an oral investigational medication to treat
influenza.
Qualified participants will receive a physical examination,
close monitoring of their symptoms, and may receive oral
study medication and compensation for the ir time.

..
- FLU,?
• GETTIN G TH·E
•

In the past 36 hours, have you begun to experience
flu-like symptoms such as coughing, a sore throat
along with a fever of at least 100°? C ALL NOW!

•
•
•-

University Researc h Cen ters
MO (314) 434-4900
IL (618) 2 5 7-0 7 0 7

•
•
•
•

------ --

(Save this information until needed)
This study is sponsored by Gilead Sciences, Inc. and F. Hoffmann-La R och e Ltd.

!
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David B·augher. news editor
phone: '5 16-511 tax : 616-6811
e-ma il : c vrreol'ilt@Jinx,.u msl.edu
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Home Sweet
Homecoming:
BY DAVID BAUGHER
.......................................................................................................

staff writer
A new group is being formed to generate
ideas for next year's homecoming, according to
Interim Director of Student Activities Rick
Blanton.
Blanton said the group's purpose would be to
make homecoming "much more than it has been
in the past."
"We're looking for representatives to fill out
what we're calling .. . a think tank," Blanton
said.
Blanton said the group, which is to be composed of himself, the director of activities, the
director of athletics and several students was still
in the process of coming together but that two
informal meetings had been held already. He
said he hoped the panel would include representatives from a diversity of campus organizations.
"The next step is to incorporate some students who by virtue of their leadership on campus in specific organizations would have a direct
appeal for homecoming and the success of
homecoming," Blanton said.

New group forms to rejuvinate,
enhance Homecoming activities,'
targets alums to participate

Blanton said he wasn't certain whether the
new committee would directly plan homecoming festivities but said its presence should have
an effect.
"If this group is really enthusiastic and they
want to, then certainly they'll be incorporated
into a planning team," Blanton said. ''The next
academic year's homecoming should have this
group's imprint on it in some fashion or another. )'

Blanton said that if the group beco mes truly
active in the process it rnight become a means
for improving coordination of events.
"I think what it might be is a central area
from which delegation might take place and
more input from which follow up ... might take
place so that if there are going to be breakdowns
we try to rectify them far enough in advance to
overcome them," Blanton said.
Blanton said that there had been some
"minor glitches" in last year's homecoming
resulring in the cancellation of several events but
he said that the difficulties were not the reason
for the group's form ation .
''That's not the focus of what the people who

are meeting now are doing," Blanton said. "We .
didn't decide to meet because the bonfire [one
of the canceled events J didn't take place.n
Blanton said the problems could have been in
part an issue of timing.
"I think some of those things might indicate
a need to look at when we're having homecoming," Blanton said, "and plan it at a time of the
year when there is an adequate amount of time
to plan the program after classes start in
September. "
Blanton also stressed the importance of
increasing alumni involvement with ideas like
campus tours or meetings with former faculty.
Encouraging alumni from student organizations
to be a part of the event is another idea ..
"We've talked about finding natural pockets of
alumni that when they were on campus they were
actively involved and starting with that as a basis
for inviting people back, " Blanton said.
Blanton said the comminee has the potential
to eventually become an established student organization and receive student activities funding. It
will not be funded this year since the deadline for
submitting budgets has already passed_ 0

A colloquium on the 1997 student study program with
Ghana, "A Salute to Ghana, West Africa and the pioneer students of the 1997 UM-St. Louis Missouri/Africa Program,"
will be Wed. from 11:00 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the J.C. Penney
Building, Room 126 . For more information, contact 5695.
Applications are now being accepted for the 1998 Women
Trailblazer Awards honoring female students, faculty, staff
and alumnae who were the first to occupy positions previously held by men. Consideration will a lso be given to those
who forged new pathways for women or who have contributed significantly to the University and/or the community. Send nominations to the Office of Equal Opportunity, 414
Woods Hall by Feb. 24. Call 5695 for more information.
Norman R. Seay, director of the Office of Equal
Opportunity, will discuss "The History of the Civil Rights
Movement in St. Louis" at noon on Thursday in the Summit
Lounge. Call 5291 for details.

1998-9 Student Senate applications are available from
the Office of Student Activities , 267 University Center. The
deadline for submission is 10 a.m., Feb. 26. Elections will be
held on the North and South Campuses on March 11 and
12 . Call Richard Wright at 5034 for details.
Chancellor Blanche M. Touhlll will discuss current issues
at UM-St. Louis at the Staff Association meeting from noon
to 1 p.m. Wed. in the Summit Lounge. Call Charlotte
Hitchcock at 5916 for details.
The Alumni Association will participate in Legislative Day
on Feb. 25 to meet with state elected officials. The train will
depart Kirkwood Station for Jefferson city at 7:50 a.m. and
return at 8:20 p.m .. The day includes a lunch and reception.
Call 6460 to RSVP.
Nominations are now being accepted for the 1998
Distinguished Volunteer Award to be presented in the categories of campus-wide and unit-based service. Nominations,
including a rationale, should be sent to Kathy Osborne , Vice
Chancellor, University Relations, 426 Woods Hall or e-mailed
to kosborn@umslvma.umsl.edu.
The International Student Organization will be hosting an
OlYmpic 'PartY at the U-Meadows Clubhouse from 7-10 p.m.
nightly ()~ntil the Olympics conclude.
l

The re-roofing of the Thomas Jefferson Library will begin
this week. The sidewalk east of the building will be closed
to pedestrians for the duration of the project.

Daniel Hazelton/The Current

l... The Alpha Xi Delta Sorority's Rush Week sign is one of several near

U Center advertising activities associated with winter recruitment.

Rushing to recruit you

A multimedia art exhibit documenting the 1996 struggle
for democracy and media freedom in the former Yugoslavia
will be on display in the Summit Lounge through March. For
more information, call Rita Csapo-Sweet at 6663.
"Peace In Ireland," a lecture delivered by John Hume,
recipient of the 1998 Global Citizen Award, will be broadcast
at 8 p.m . on the Higher Education Channel on Feb. 21 and
25. Check local listings for air times.

l Fraternities and sororities look for new members in winter recruiting rush
BY DANIEL TUCK

special to the Current

If you are not currently in a frater,~ nity or sorority, several groups would

,

like to change that during the month
of February.
UM -St. wuis' three fraternitiesSigma Pi, Sigma Tau Ganuna and Pi
Kappa Alpha - and three sororities
- Alpha Xi Delta, Zeta Tau Alpha
and Delta Zeta - are in the middle of
Rush Week.
~. Rush week is an event that occurs
every semester, when these groups
take on active campaigns to recruit
new members. W'hile most of the
larger-scale Rush Weeks occur during
the faU semester, many of the fraternities and sororities hold informal

SAse,
)

from page 1

Minutes from SGA meetings from
August to November make no mencion of the assembly's ever having
'fPproved the SABC members as
required by the constitution.
The constitution calls for the SGA
'I comptroller (Neal Lewis), vice presiI dem (Michael Rankins) and president
(Jim Avery) to select by a two-thirds
vote a prospective list of SABC members and submit those names to the full
'l\.Ssembly for approval.
The approved list must then be sent
for approval to the Office of Student
Activities and finally to the Division of
Student Affairs.
''None of that was ever done,"

recruiting campaigns, for any of the
students Who have yet to join and
would like to during the winter
semester.
But winter rushes are no less visible. Large signs advertising fraternities, such as the one proclaiming in
huge letters, "You've seen the rest,
now rush the best," that advertises the
Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority, or South
Park's character Cartman proclaiming
that, "Sigma Pi kicks @$$ (sic)." In
addition to that sign and many others,
you may also see various flyers and Tshirts worn by members [0 give their
group a little more visibility.
"A lot of work and a lot of dedication goes into it," said Sigma Pi Rush
Chairman Paul Wydra. "But it's fun."
Some of the sororities and fraternities are not as fonnal during the winAvery admitted Friday. "I agree with
[Hopkins] . If the members were never
approved, it needs to be done again."
BlantOn said Sunday he didn't think
the names had to be approved by SGA.
"I do know that he SGA comptroller sent me a list of names that I sent to
Dr. [Gary] Grace, [vice chancellor for
Studnet Affairs,] on or about Nov.
13," Blanton said. "I know he approved
the list, and so did 1."
Hopkins, who is calling for the current process to be scrapped completely, said the existing members should
not simply be officially instated. "The
current members would have a predisposed bias against us (UPB and
ABC)."
But Avery said Hopkins shouldn't
expect a different ruling from a new
committee about' UPB's and ABC's

Contact Mary Lindsley at 516·5174 to plaCe items in Newswire.

{TV.

ter semester, such as Delta Zeta and Pi
Kappa Alpha. These groups are merely more active at recruiting, as in
meeting people in class and introducing them to the group.
Fraternity and sorority members
say that those who may think that
membership in a sorority or fraternity
is JUSt access to the campus party
scene may discover that all of these
groups offer the opportunity to partiCIpate in community service.
Alpha Zi Delta, a sorority which
has been around for 30 years, does
philanthropy for Choose Children
and other projects for the S1. Vincent
Home and the Ronald McDonald
House.
Sigma Pi is sponsoring a blood
drive on February 25 and 26 and sets
up other fund raisers as well. 0
violations.
"They (UPB and ABC) wouldn't
get any more money; it (required
attendance at workshops) is already in
the rules," Avery said. "Different
members would probably make the
same ruling, I don't know if
[HopkinsJ realizes that or not."
Hopkins said he and other UPB
members "discovered" the discrepancy early Friday moming while examining "constitutions of other student
organizations," but he denies his
motion is directly related to the sanctions.
"I'll admit trus probably wouldn't
have been brought to my attention if
there had been no restrictions,"
Hopkins said. "But we (UPB) just
wanted to make ourselves more aware
of other organizations." 0

AVERY,

from page 1

Performing Arts Center. I had to
stop everything that I was doing and
take a look at that and try to evaluate what position I was going to
take."
Avery said evaluations were not
his top priority but he would be
willing to support the efforts of others.
"If I could get enough people
that were interested, that wanted to
work on it, I would lead them in the
right direction," Avery said..
A very said the Performing Arts
Center controversy took up much
of his time, requiring him to act as a
liaison between the students and the
administration.
He said the issue was another

~

reason he har! little time to act on his ets purchased.
"Even though the week of homeplan to eliminate early morning
finals . He said the issue may be coming was kind of a failure, I'd say
overall homecoming
raised in the future.
was a huge success,"
"The
morning
Avery said.
finals thing is an
ven '1nough
He said plans for ·
important
Issue,"
the
week
of
this year's homecomAvery said. "It's not
ing were already in the
going to happen this homecoming
works.
year though."
was kind of a
He also pointed to
Avery also talked'
failure,
I'd
say
the
computer upgrades
of his accomplishoverall
hOlrlein the Social Science
ments last semester.
Building lab. Avery
"Homecoming coming was a
campaigned heavily on
was a big accomhuge success.
the issue last spring and
plishment
[last]
year," Avery said.
-Jim Avery
the compute'rs were
Avery admitted
SC;iA president replaced shortly after
he took office.
that many home"I don't know if it
coming week events
were canceled, but said that the was because of me or not but I think
dance itself sold out "for the first I had some influence on the fact that
time ever," with more than 300 tick- it was done." Avery said. 0
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from page 1

University and was assistant dean of
students at Webster University.
LaFlore also began to get
involved in the local arts community, joining the Black Artists Group,
one of the major organizations of its
kind in the St. Louis area, and then
by forming her own group, Free in
Concert, Free in Spirit. Unlike others who simply write poetry, LaFlore
performed hers.
"The whole new thing in the
nineties is the spoken word, but I
remember as a kid people read poetry to music," LaFlore said. "It was

just something you did, and certainly in the sixties when I started being
active in the arts that way."
LaFlore later moved to New
York, continuing with the work she
had started here . H er poetry
appeared in numerous publications,
including Aloud in 1995 and a
Syracuse University anthology the
following year. She performed in a
variety of musical genres, including
classical, African and jazz. In 1994,
she toured with blues festivals across
the country arid joined the performing arts group Spirit Stage for a performance at Carnegie Hall.
LaFlore returned to St. Louis in
1995 when she agreed to fill in for a
University professor on sabbatical.

'Although she had intended at the
time to stay for only a year, LaFlore
remains on the faculty, teaching
courses in African-American literature.
LaFlore says she would like her
students to be well-learned in works
beyond what have traditio'nally been
considered classics; she hopes that
someday the "specialized" types of
courses she teaches become a more
inclusive part of the curriculum. In
the meantime, she tries to convey to
students the same benefits she's
received from her love of words .
"I allow them to express them-'
selves and to understand, through
literature, the importance of giving a
voice to themselves." 0
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For true success, UPB must be ready to change
The Issue:
The University
Program Board
has been
slapped with
restrictions by
the Student
Allocation
Budget
Committee.

We Suggest:
Though the
restrictions are
inadequate,
they suggest
the beginning of
more substantitve reform
that must visit
UPS soon.

So what do
you think?
Let us hear from
you on th is or
any issue in a
letter to the editor.

n their face, the restrictions
handed down from the
Student Activity Budget
Committee last week against, among
others, the University Program Board
seem fair, if not inadequate.
UPB, the highest funded organization
with a nearly $80,000 allocation in
1997-98, did not send its director or any
other representative to the mandatory
budget workshops that are part of the
allocation request process. We had
hoped that SABC would force UPB to
face the music. Instead, the allocation
committee only stipulated that whatever
allocation UPB receives in 1998-99, it
must be managed by the board's adviser,
Don McCarty, rather than its student
director. But this alas, happens almost
every year anyway.
Rather than addressing the larger
issues relating to UPB's efficacy as the
University's chief source of campus-wide
programming, this cobbled together solution only exposes a larger inadequacy
within the current allocation process.
The real issue is one of accountability. This latest fracas involving UPB is the
low point of a steady digression over the
past several years in the quality and
quantity of UPB programming - a
digression that has gone completely
unchecked by SASC.
Instead, SASC has consistently
dumped more and more precious student
money, year after over-funded year, into
UPB. Consider, in 1991-92, UPS
received $65,000; by 1995, that number
was up to almost $70,000. Two years
later - last year - the board received
an unprecedented $76,000. Yet every
year the board's only large-scale pro-

grams are the ubiquitous EXPO and
Mirthday. all the while frittering away the
rest of the valuable funds on some incarnation of a movie night: pajama party,
pizza eat-{)ff, karaoke cantina.
What this disturbing pattern suggests
is not that UPS members are intentionally neglectful. Far to the contrary, other
more accessible, reasonable programs
like Wednesday Noon Live and Comedy
Jams demonstrate that the board is willing and, on occaSion, able to generate
truly substantive, diverse, entertaining
and enriching programming outside of
Mirthday and EXPO. But occasional
bursts of brilliance still don't seem worth
the money students put into the bargain.
Such a one-sided arrangement has
proven only the futility of well-intentioned administrators allowing students
to "learn from their mistakes' and
"design programming for students by
students." That has failed. How to
homogenize student activities on a campus whose academic success was built
upon the foundation of a fractious student body is a task that should tax the
limitations of any professional. Indeed, it
is little wonder students cannot deliver
on an assignment for which they are terribly ill-equipped ,
Now, wit h the fortuitous, albeit inadequate sanct ions imposed by SABC, is
the time to restructu re UPB's internal
organization to address this debilitating
fl aw.

First, generating and executing programming should involve, but not rely
solely on, students, Mr. McCarty, Rick
Blanton, interim director of Student
Acttvities and other qualified administrators and facul ty should be given active,

voting seats on the board. As the trained
professionals in, and the chief administrators for, student activities programming on this campus, Mr. McCarty and
Mr. Blanton should do more than coach
from the side lines. Moreover, if Mr.
McCarty, who works with and for Mr.
Blanton, is to take over financial administration of UPS funds, he should. be
given privilege with the responsibility.
Second, either Mr. McCarty, the
board's adviser, or other equally qualified
professionals should be assigned the
near full-time task of generating new,
large-scale programming for the campus.
This should include events produced
largely by UPS as well as contributions
of UPS funds to other smaller organizations whose programming could have a
universal appeal on a larger scale.
Third, finally and most important,
UPB must be recognized as something
more than a glorified student organization. Student organizations' primary
function is to provide groups of students
with shared interests in a specific area
to interact and develop that mutual kinship. UPB, on the other hand, is charged
with a much more weighty task of providing, not specific, specialized programming for cliques, but with universal,
diverse and large-scale activities for a
campus of over 15,000 students,
UPS cannot remain a lab experiment
for students who, year after year, are outpaced by a growing student body of
incredibly diverse inter ts and backgrounds_
Giving Mr. McCarty the checkbook
was a step in the right direction. But we
have paid the fiddler long enough. It's
time we heard a new tune from UPS. 0

- - - GUEST COMMENTARY-------,

Communication:
That's the key

before our butts hit the seats they gOt up and left.
I was embarrassed and I turned to my friend and
said,"I'm ready to go home now."
True story!
A similar thing happened to me on campus.
But instead of the girl getting up and leaving, she
made an ugly face. I felt unwelcomed, so I left this
tIme.
r think that's a problem that needs to be
addressed here on campus. We as a student body
need to communicate with one another and give
each other a chance when someone else is trying to
communicate. Especially the females! Some of you
are just cold!
. Every once in a while I may have a nice conversation "",jth a young lady, but a lot of times it seems
like you ladies don't want to be bothered. There's
this certain expression on your faces like, "Don't
talk to me - I won't talk to you."
Was it something I did? Did you here some-

see GUEST, page 8

,

What's my degree ~
going to be worth?

I

just had a flashback of my early high school
days when a male friend and I were at
Northwest Plaza.
I think we were either lS or 16 - it was during
those days when you had to get a ride everywhere
you went. Between me and my friend, our twO permits added up to nothing.
We were the coolest leather wearing fellas in the
mall that got a ride from their mamas . Our leather
coats put a hole in our pockets so big all we could
do was look at everythi..'1g else, including the
women.
Speaking of the women, we were on them like
words on paper. There were these two cutie-pies
(young ladies) that were
looking at us like we were
free samples of chocolate
- or so we thought! They
were sitting at this table in
the food court all by them-.
selves. A perfect opportu" .,
., ., nIty.
R ..
. ' AN
.......................... :.......................... We made an attempt to
guest commentator walk over to them and

alking to class, r can easily imagine myself on the
"campus" of some huge corporation. After all, UMSt. Louis architecrure is anything but academic. The
sterility of that white rock against boxy, clunky brick is rest:r.rined
enough for the subdued facade of academe, but it hints at something
all together more mechanical and stiff-shined than the cerebral, outside-the-box thinking one generally associates with liberal ans
research universities. Unfortunately though, recent announcements
from corporate headquarters in Woods Hall suggest that campus
architecture may merely be a precursor to an instirutional shift in
administrative thinking.
The first edict came from the CEO herself. Chancellor Blanche
Touhill announced late last year that tenure traCk profs should expect
their evaluations to include a new component money, what else? Or
{
more correctly, the amount of private-sector funds a professor is able to secure in the
way of grants and donations and so forth.
For those familiar with the chancellor's
overarching mantra ("rich white men and
their money are good for the University"),
this came as little swprist- The chancellor
assured farulry at a University Senate meeting that this newest component to the cime- ---'-':=-=-~--'-'-'-'-'-:":"::":~-:-,-"1
editor in
honored trinity will not overshadow the
original trio, only recognize the developmental efforts of those members of the faculty who obtain private money.
Well, fine. But what about the faculty who are less successful panhandlers? What if no rich white men are interested in coughing up
coins for less glamorous research areas? \Vill ours become a university beholden to the highest bidder's special interest (vis a vis "character education" and "Greek srudies")?
.
Those questions, I suspect, will have to wait, while the board of
directors hashes oUI another dash for cash known innocuously as
"mission enhancement." fm all for catchy names that accentuate the
positive and eliminate and negative. But forget Mr. Inberween; this
one is just downright mi.sleading. The skinny on this scam is that
UM System president Manuel Pacheco, after consultation with his
advisers (which is to say, vice presidents from the mothership in
Columbia), ",,~Il issue some sort of statement about what he thinks
each of the four campuses should focus on enhancing. Word has it
that UM-St Louis will likely be charged with enhancing its science,
math and business programs while it seeks coveted Research II status
for universities. Good enough But no one wants to talk about the
price tag of this PR stunt- Even though it's no secret UM generally
and UM-St. Louis speci£caIlyare hurtin' for cash, every administrator from Woods Hall to Columbia acts as though this will come off
without a hitch. "Programs will be enhanced;n "Research, II status
f· M
will be attained."
(Notice
the
passive
voice:
"mistakc;s were made" I
. 0,
,.. ".
,... !T' r: "
recall hearing once).
.
Is this passivity a coy way of glossing a less rosy side of miSsion
enhancement? Must we resOrt to Peter-and-Paul burglary to enhance
our mission? Will humanities programs get cut to fund the enhancements? "Some will, some won't," the chancellor said in response to my
query last year. The chancellor understates things, I fear. I also fear that
adding a bottom line to the equation that calrulates professorial worth
and downsizing less popular disciplines to ~enhance" the bull market of
science are the Stuff of a hostile takeover that may leave me and my fellow stock-holding srudents with empty wallets and wonhless degrees.D
.
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READER RESPONSE - - - - - - - - - -

Students in residence halls
should be treated as adults
I am writing in regard to what I feel is a gross unfairness of punishment. But to begin, I should give a bit of
background The student residence halls on the UM-St.
Louis campus have 'a much -more restrictive visitation
policy than almost all other state-run public universities.
The only colleges I can really think of that have stricter
policies are fundamentalist religious colleges like Oral
Roberts University. But that's beside the point . .
As an adult, living in student residences, I am appalled
at the lack of freedom given to residents. Not only am I
forbidden to possess any alcoholic beverages (bear in
mind, I'm 22), I can't even smoke in my room. 'Ibis is
the only home r have, and it's my permanent address.
Should I not, 'Within reasonable bounds, be pennitted to
do as I wish in a home that I'm basically paying rent on?
Which brings me to my second point. I am not free
to entertain in my room past a certain hour. I don't know
if this is to prevent the kiddies from pursuing prurient
interests or what, but let me refresh you: there's nothing
that's done at night that can't be done JUSt as easily in
daylight.
Uke r said, this is my home. Recently there was an
incident in my residence hall involving a person from
another counny, who has no other home to go to, having a friend Stay over to keep company because this per-

son was homesick. When they got caught, they weren't
warned. 'Ibis person was given a very strict punishment,
which coincides with sprir)g break This person (who
doesn't have a car or any other means of escape) is not
permitted to have ANY guests, nor permitted to visit the
other dorm. There are important study facilities in this
other dorm that this person is barred from, because of an
arbitrary punishment enacted by the director of
Res.idential Life. One person. At most other colleges,
there's at least a board, or an arbitration group to go
through, Because human perception is by nature flawed,
one person cannot truly give fair adjudication_ Look to
the American legal system. We are entitled to a trial by a
jury of our peers, not cast to the mercies of one person.
I would suggest that all Residential Life punishment or
adjudication go through a system like this, rather than be
dictated by the whim of one person, who, great though
she is, cannOt possibly do a better job than a peer jury
system.
Lastly, they keep beating into our heads, "It's not a
DORM, it's a RESIDENCE HALL" Residence is
defined as the place where one resides; to wit, a home. In
my opinion, the arbitrary punishments, restrictive visitation hours and puritanical living codes make this seem
much more like a reform school DORM. '
-Stephanie Crawford

More letters on page 8

ometimes I wonder why I'm spending time working
toward a college diploma. I'm not going to teach, so
what good is a degree in English going to do me? Most
likely it'll help me starve.
Discussing books and poems for the past four semesters has
been interesting, but I could have done that for a lot less than
$3,700 a year. (Although it wouldn't have been as insightful without the professors.)
Nowadays, a college degree just seems like another requirement ' \,
when trying to get a job. Employers want you to have a degree, but ~I
they'll tum around and say that just having a college education
doesn't mean a whole lot. You have to have practical experience.
Colleges and universities could certainly learn from trades like
welding, carpentry, pipefitting and so on.
These trades don't require college
degrees. Instead, workers start out in
apprenticeships. I know a guy who has a
pipe fitting apprenticeship, which lasts
about three years. He does a lot of handson learning, but he also takes classes.
He likes his classes because he actually
uses what he learns.
.x'
College students have to take a lot of
......... _..............................
class~s outside their major areas of study, man a gin g e d ito r
which are supposed to make us well-rounded individuals.
After completing my "cultural diversitY" requirement three
years ago, I'm still waiting to experience the enlightenment of
understanding the Cultures of the Near and Middle East.
The only thing I remember from the class, which I took the
first semester of my college career, was that women in the Middle
East have gOt it bad. Of course I might have learned this from all of
the Saudi Arabians who worked in the manufacturing plant of the
company where I used to work.
A University attempts to produce well-rounded individuals, but~
does learning a bunch of theory really prepare us for an actual job?
Education is one of the silliest majors a student can have. You
take classes for three years before even observing a teacher at work.
{
By the.time you try a semester of teaching and decide it's not for
you, you're walking dO'WTI the isle to receive your degree.
At least the furure of education makes more sense, according to
Charles Schmitz, dean of the School of Education. In an interview
I had with him over the summer, he said that as part of the "21st
Century School of Education," education majors will be getting
into the classroom (to teach) earlier in their college careers. That
way they don't have to wait until their senior year to find out if
they like teaching.
At least one major at the University makes sen~e. 0
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alentine's Day has come
and gone, and it was a
mi serable failure of a
day. Actually, I'm writing this five
days before the actual date, but
trust me-I'm psychic. First of all,
there's just too much emphasis on
the day itself. Come on-we just
get the one day for romance? Sure,
commercials seem to think that
romantic dinners, dancing under
the stars and a night in bed can
t.. take place in the same evening, but
usually they take a few trial runs
first, often with different partners,
before it works.
'"'.I
The planning alone can put a
damper on the evening. The commercials never mention problems
with parking and the late ~night
runs to Walgreen's because you
didn't notice that the condom
package was empty. I need at least
a weekend to do it right, otherwise
I might stress under the pressure
of all that work. Valentine' s Day
is like a performance - all this
preparation and suddenly- It's
ShoWtime! Except I never remember my lines and don't have the
,~ necessary props.
)
Not that it really matters. Even
when I'm in a relationship, I don't
care about Valentine's Day. In
fact, I probably care about it more
when I'm not because then I forget how truly unsentimental I am.
My idea of a Valentine's Day gift
is a miniature blow-up of Edvard
• Munch's The Scream with a note
attached "My reaction to the idea
of commitment,"
Then again, you'd feel the same
way about commitment if you
dated guys like The Boy Scout
Anti-Hero. This guy was held up
as an example to his former Boy
Scout troop on how not to travel
l internationally.
As the story goes, he had
planned a train trip in Central and
South America. When he travelled
through Mexico, he had some
problems with his passport
because he had not been born in
, the United States. When he
\ sought Out the United States
, Embassy, it was burned-out or
something. Being on a time-line,
he decided to take care of the matter during his return. So he continued on his merry way throughout Central and South America .
.~
On his return, he could not get
,
into Mexico. The border guard
wouldn't let him enter because of
his passport. His traveling companion went ahead while he waited
for nightfall and plotted his next
move. Apparently, his plotting
could have been a bit better,
because he was caught. He waited
( in Belize until nightfall, and then
jumped over a fence or tiptoed
across a chalk line that denoted
the border something that would
look stupid in a made-far-TV
movie and was even stupider in
real life. Because he gOt caught.
t The border guard was sharper
than he looked and waited around
for nightfall, and he was deported.
Unfortunately, he wasn't deported the United States, which would
) have been a sweet deal because he
was going that way anyway, but
back to Belize, where he lan~guished ove~night in jail.
I never did hear the end of the
story, but I assume all was well,
because he did end up in Sr. Louis
a few years later.
Belize would have been a better
choice. 0
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It's Root, Root for
the Home Team
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s a sea of youth and color greeted the world from Nagano, Japan,
another equally portentous event occurred simultaneously at UM-St. Louis.
In honor of the 1998 Olympic
Winter games, the International
Student Organization (ISO) invited
American students and their peers
from other countnes to get
acquainted at a special "Olympic
Party."
At least 100 students filled the
University Meadows club house to

watch the opening ceremonies in a
truly international atmosphere.
Numerous
languages
wafted
through the air as party-goers
shared conversation over pizza,
chips, soda and a giant Olympic
cakeAccording to ISO President
Frederic Papillon, a French

partiCipant
Canadian, the ~vent was conceived "Olympic Party"
to bring students of all nationalities Nathalie Vialle disagreed .
"France is the best," she said.
together. He hoped the Olympics
Watanbe Haruko, president of
would afford international and
domestic students common ground the Japanese Student Association,
to share, that the sight of the ath- also believed the evening was
letes would bring others tOgether in wonhwhile, citing how the numthe same spirit that moves him per- ber of Japanese exchange students
has increased from two to approxsonally.
"I always feel something special imately 20 over the past two years
when I see them coming Out," -and how this rapidly growing population has much to gain from
Papillon said.
In fact, to help everyone make interaction with other srudents.
Given Japan's key role in the
the most of the Olympics, the ISO
and the parry's other
games, Watanbe is
tWO
sponsors,
very ~xcited about
1998. On a visit home
Student Activities
at Christmas, she
and the University
Meadows,
have
encountered an environment alive with
designed it as an
ongoing event that
anticipation where
Olympic logos prowill continue every
liferated. She rememnight from 7 [Q 10
bers "kids talking
p,.m. for the duration
of the games, culmiabout how great it is
nating in a special
to be communicating
a lways feel
"finale"
on
the
with
people from
somethi ng
other countries."
evening of closing
special when I
"It's so nice,"
ceremomes .
Many in atten- see them (athWatanbe said, "I JUSt
love it."
dance ielt the party letes) comi ng
Said Hayrutdinon,
had more than met
out.
the expectations of
a business major from
organizers.
Uzbekistan, hoped
-Frederic Papillon
Among
these,
the Olympic spirit at
ISO president
U Meadows would
Norwegians Vu Le
and
Pal
Hoye,
inspire the rest of the
enjoyed everything, especially the world and prevent renewed hostilities in the Middle East.
prevailing spirit of good will.
Le, a freshman business adminis"It's going to stop the Third
tration major, was impressed by World War," he said, "and stop the
"the environment," that represen- U.S. military force against Iraq." If
tatives of "everyone in the world" not, he worries that "many sons and
could come together in one place husbands will die."
and meet.
In its diversity, UM-St. Louis
Both looked forward to the constitutes a microcosm of .the
success
of
their
country's world, and this event brilliantly
Olympians .
demonstrates the potential for the
"In Norway, we are born with larger international community to
skis you know," Hoye, a senior overcome its differences.
business administration major,
No student should let the coming
explained.
weeks slip by without visiting the
UM-St . Louis student and "Olympic Party" at least once. 0

Canada

China

--~,--

Where is you r favorite place
to hang out?

--" . .-.,-

"At home. Alone. In my art stu, "
d10.
·Mary Smith
junior/graphic design

"Probably Blueberry Hill."
·Jason Tow nsend
senior/secondary education

"Mall restaurants: whenever you
shop, you have to eat."
•Taryn Richardson
sophomore/mass comm.

Japan

North Korea

Norway

~~
~
Unit ed Kingdom ·

United States

Ukraine

Yugoslavia

Keeping your eye on the goal

"Right here in the Underground."
·William Haynes
sophomore / Frenc h

College is about getting a job, right? Then you may want to
think about that search before you leave UM-St. Louis
Start early," Kettler says.
Most students realize that today's employer looks for
more than a degree, even if it holds a 4.0 grade point average. The key is to have some sort of practical experience
a~d, if possible, to have a connection within the comparues.

BY AMY LOMBARDO

staff writer

"I enjoy the coffee houses in the
Central West End."
·JoAnn Foster
senior/biology and sec. ed.

"In rehearsal with the group
NKLYN and St. Louis group
Master Touch."
·Ronald Anthony Powell
food service

College can be a very time consuming experience.
Sometimes focusing intently on classes and grades can
distract students from the common goal. After graduation has cbme and gone, it's time to find a real job.
"The more students use us, the better. They're in the
Since a college degree is usually intended to establish loop then. We know what's going on," Kettler says .
a career, the logical course of action
Kettler explains that internships are often
would be to keep that goal actively in the
associated with being non-paid jobs, usually
available in the summer: The office refers to
picture starting with the freshman year.
-he more
them as career experiences and Kettler adds
Perhaps this is the point at which a lo t
students
that the opportunities do include pay. As
of students would ask, "How do I do
that?". The answer is conveniently with- use us, the
another bonus to the program, every semester a student works at a career opportunity, it
in reach.
beUer. They're
will be noted on their transcript for future
Career Services is a UM-St. Louis
in the loop
employers.
department dedicated to assisting stuThrough computerized registration, students in developing, implementing and then.
dents can become part of the Candidate
evaluating strategies for job hunting.
Their operation is aptly described as
-Deborah Kett ler . Database and Web Resume Book, and have
"Opening Doors of Opportunity".
director, Career Svcs.
their resumes available to hundreds of local
and national employers. They will help to
The ideal time to start is as early as
make resumes professional and targeted to personal
possible, however even graduates and alumni take ad, <u.
tage of their vast services. There are different plans spe- objectives. There is a charge of $35 to register with
cific to student status, be it first year. standing or second Career Services, and the price includes IBM compatible
year and so on, and there are opportunities for all majors Resume Expert software.
The range of employers with access to student
and degrees.
The office of Career Services is located at 308 Woods resumes is limited to the ones who contact UM-St. Louis
Hall and the director is Deborah Kettler. By using the . and receive a password, not the general public. There is
right tools, students can find jobs rdated to their degrees. no risk of anyone tampering 'with the information, and
Since a large percentage of students need to work while students also receive a pas;;word to search for jobs. There
in college, trus is a useful way to combine the twO prior- are over 800 jobs listed, and the number is growing.
·ities.
The Web Home Page (www.umsl.edu/ depts/career/ )
"The job market starts for (students) basically two is updated frequently, and includes information on spesemesters before they graduate. Students that wait until
January miss a whole lot of the job market. You need to

--"-j,

You read The Current
and we'd like to thank you.
The Current's own features editor will be in the
Quad Tuesday 10 to 11 a.m Tuesday with FREE
movie passes. Find her and the passes are yours .
This week's movies is Senseless.
Tickets are courtesy of TCI Cable and its new halfhour entertainment show, EQ, hosted by FM101.1
the River's Ken Williams and Dave Doerre, premiering this month on TCI channel 3 and Charter Cable
channel 8.

see CRC, page 8
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The '80s
are alive
and well

Ex-Van Halen
rocker releases best
The Best recalls Roth's better days
David Lee Roth
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of Van Halen, the man the myth

The Best

The Wedding Singer
Rated PG-1.3
Running Time: 96 minutes
Now Playing

~;:

'

the legend, David Lee Roth.
From beginning to finish the
hitS are there. Plus, the is an
Remember when David Lee added bonus. "Don't Piss Me
Roth was cool? So it was when Off" a new recording by Roth is
most of us were kids. Dave was . highlighted on the disc. The
once one of the coolest people in only bad part about the song is it
the music business.
sounds too much like the songs
This was during and just after he recorded with the has been
his Van Halen days. Pre-lounge Halen boys for their greatest
lizard and Van Halen reunion. I hits. It is still a gem.
had actually forgotten how
So for a good time pop in The
much the gigolo could rock back Best and let the memories of
then.
grade school come back. Before
The Best has everything a die you had to worry about college
hard fan could want. "JUSt a and before good old Dave had to
Gigolol I Ain't Got Nobody" worry about his broken and batwas a must, so was his remake of tered career. It makes me miss
"California Girls." The disc also the old days. Pixie sticks, David
has every other song that Dave Lee Roth and my spelling book.
made in the past 13 years that It was the best of times.
was worth listening. It JUSt goes
to show who was the real talent
-Ken Dunkin

(Rhino)

(out of 4)

,\

H o ld on to y o ur flore scent hats and
sparkley whit e glove, you are going to hop in a
D eLorean and travel back to the 1980s . The
Wedding Singer, starrin g Adam Sandler and
Drew Barrymore, delivers a powerful sp iked
punch of '80s nostalgia.
The Wedding Singer isn't the typical "give
Sandler an inch and he'll take a mile" movie . In
fact, there is a plot but it is as cheesy as the
'80s was artificial. Boy (Sandler) meets girl
(Barrym ore) , both are engaged to other people . Boy is a wedding singer and girl is a rec eption hall waitres s. They become friends, boy
falls for girl, girl falls for boy and Billy Idol
Adam Sandler belts out the tunes in his spoof on the 19805, The Wedding Singer,
urges boy to save girl from a marriage bound
for divo rce statistics.
loose valley girl, like almost toO well- ya Thompson Twins or Billy Idol fan, this movie
F or th os e w ho like th e typical Sandler perknow?
will provide a necessary escape from White
form ance, thi s movie won' t sati sfy the itch. In
Th e Wedding Singer is ju st a spoof on the Water and the Intern Affair to the Iran Contra
fact, Sandler's character, Robbie , is lovable and ' ridicul o us ' 80s. Th e Miami Vice suit s and Van Affair and Voo Doo economics.
vulnerabl e
and
thoroughly
pathetic.
Halen concert t-shirts are what truly make th e
Barrymo re is typically traditi onal and anyone
-Becky Rickard
movie entert ainin g. If yo u are a closet
could've provided the second half of
the romanti c chemistry equation after
ACROSS
33 Fall month (abbr.)
40 Prefix meanlng "in"
seeing Sandler's powerful pour and bad
DOWN
1 Able
3S Sash
41 Sack
1 Water ch8IInel
'80s wig.
4 Pop
36 Tel
43 Done
2 Form or be
Alexis Arqu ette offered the true
38 Focus
BOcean
44 HaUl
3 Born
11 Lady
39 Clothes
comic relief as a tran svestite back-up
46 Tehran is the ca ~
4010
12 Former Russian emperor
42 Type of dive
48 Gang
SBone
wedding singer who only knows how
13 Small bug
45 Sage
50 Substance
6 Bit
to sin g Culture Club 's smash hit "Do
14 ArtIcle
47 Gripe
7 Region
53 Iran's monetary unit
157th Greek letter
49 Basic
You Really Want to Hurt Me ." Allen
8
Irony
55 Angry
17 Elater
51 SerIous
9 Grow
57 Peak
Cov ert, Sammy the limo driving
19 Make tatU1g
52AI1owance
10 Dined
58 ParI( pol ice
M ichael J ackson fan, runs a close sec21 _ KJng C<l!e
54 Season of fasfug
11 Information
60 Help!
23 Open!: solo
56Achiew
ond with hi s casual sex wise cracks and
16 Preposiion
62 ExIst
24 EXpression of 8OITOW
58 Woe
18 Before (poetic)
63 N. American Indian
his Ni ght Rider driv ing techniques.
26 Dine
59 Fish eggs
20 Cap
64 Bright star
Chri stine Taylor, who played Marsha
28 Mistakes
61 Sucker
66 Aid
22 Earl's territory
30 Seer
65
Eastem state (abbr.)
Brady in the recent Brady Bunch
68 Ever (poetic)
25 Unhappy
32 17th Greek letter
OJ Exist
69 Freshwater duck
movies, portrays the hair-sprayed,
27
Article
34 Self
70 Eacf1
29 Father's boy
35 Atop
Answers on page 9
37 Tongue

,

31 Free

STUDENT DISCOUNTS MAY APPLY

math whiz you'll
know it's a great deal
.

If you're a

(If you're not, well, you can come along, too.)

Wednesday
February 18, 1998

Hey,

we all kno,," that college students do n't have a lor of money ro

rhrow around. That's where Amtrak" an help. We can ger you home for rhe

JC Penney Building
Room 78
2:30pm
All Representatives
Are Expected
to Attend
Any Questions,
Call 516-5105

holidays

to

see family and fr iends wirh low fares and specialsrudent

discounts. Srude nt Advantage· members lave 15% on our already low

or check OUt our web sire ar

A M T R A KO

- Reservations are required. No multiple discounts. Fares, schedules and restr ictions are subject to c hange without nOlice.

KANSAS CITY, HERE I COME
Looking for a way to beat the midwinter blues?
Tune for a change of scenery.
From barbecue to basketball, jazz to Jesse James,
Kansas City offers an endless variety of exciting options
for visitors.
Spend your days taking in the Sights: Start with a trip
to City Hall's 30th-floor obserYation deck for a breathtaking skyline view. Then stroll along Country Club
Plaza, a shopper's paradise with open-air cafes , trend y
boutiques, and picturesque fountains. Explore KC's
colorful past at the National Frontier Trails Center,
Jesse James House, Harry S. Truman Library and ,
Museum. and the new Kansas City Jazz Museum.
Hungry? You've come to the right place.
Mouthwatering ribs and chicken await you in the
nation's barbecue capital. And that's just the beginning
of KC's culinary options; you'll find everything from
spicy Cajun to exotic Middle Eastern eateries.

Spend your nights soaking up KC's lively jazz and
blues scene. Join the crowds packed into Westport
clubs fo r roof-rattling improv sessions that stretch into
the wee hours. Or catch li ve bands perfo rming
everything from zydeco to folk in KC's many cafes and
coffee houses.
The scoop for hoops fans: The country's finest female
athletes head to KC this March for the NCAA Women's
Basketball Tournament. Regio nal rivals square off
March 3, and the excitement mounts when the Women's
Final Four hit the court March 27. Eager to get off the
bench and in the game?'Yolunteers are needed to host
Hoop City, a week-long interactive bas ketball festi val
for fans. (Call 816-474-4652, ext. 26 to find out more.)
Amtrak Vacations make it easy and affordable to
visit Kansas City and marlYm c : ~ cf your favorite desti nations. To find out more, call your travel agent or
Amtrak YacatioJ15 at 1·800-312-8684.
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phone: 871-2192 fax: 516-6811
e-mail: kdunkin@rocketmail.com

BY JOSEPH
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The Rivermen basketball team
suffered another loss as it was
whipped 104-77 by Kentucky
Wesleyan Feb.l2.
The Panthers, currently ranked
number four in Division iI, dominated the game from the start.
Benefiting from a large home court
advantage, there were 3,200 m
attendance, the Panthers broke out
of the gate quickly to build a 51~34
lead by halftime.
The men were not helped by
going 1-8 from the three point line
in the first half, but the glaring
that
doomed
the
. problem
Rivermen effort was rebounding.
The Panthers out rebounded the
Rivermen 38-32 in the game, but
the dagger that finished the
Rivermen came on the offensive
glass. The Panthers benefitted from
a 20-10 offensive rebound advantage.
The dominance on the offensive

have always had a dream to

be a radio broadcaster. I
think it started when I was
a young child and the St. Louis
Cardinals baseball team didn't
have the most lucrative of televisIOn contracts.
Because the Cards were hardly
on TV, this is when they were
still on Channel 5, I had to resort
to listening to every game on the
rahdio. Jack Buclk and Mike
S annan had a ways made a great
duo. I would listen to their words
and hang on every word.
They were my outlet to the
game. Buck and Shannon painted
a picture of the game in my mind.
They were painters and it was
their job to put every bit of
description into my mind during
every broadcast.

As I got older Harry Caray
became a funny announcer to
poke fun at. Since you could see
,~ the game on WGN he didn't really have to do much other than
drink a frosty Bud and look at
the beautiful women in the
Wrigley Field stands.
I always thought the world of
those announcers. So it was a
given that I would eventually get
my own show on the radio.
My fri~nd D in Columbia had
been harassing me forever to get
my butt down there and do a
show. Any show.
I was always tempted to make
the trip down there every week
bur the offers were always made
in the idea that I would move to
, the land of the Tigers.
Being the homebody that I am
that would never happen.
After years of hearing D make
offer after offer he finally made
an offer I couldn't refuse. He
offered me the opportunity to be
a co-host of a professional
wTestling show.
Sure professional wrestling is
fake and a little moronic. But I
watch it for a laugh and it gives
me something to do besides
school and work. Plus it has been
billed as the soap opera for men
and like any Days of Our Lives
fan I'm hooked.
So D made the offer, the show
would run every Monday night.
It would be directly before the
big Monday night wrestling
shows. How could I refuse?
I had always wanted to be on
the other end of the mic. I wanted to be the one painting the pic~
ture. I wanted to be the one
telling the story.
Well, almost, the show is
chaotic and insane.
I don't paint many pictures or
tell many good stories on the air.
But we do entertain.
So instead of being like Buck
and Shannon, the show turns our
more and more like a couple of
Harry Carays in the booth: saying stupid thoughtless banter to
fill time.
The weird thing is we have
quite a few listeners.
We went into a restaurant a
""few weeks ago and a guy recognized D. Then when I said who I
was, he knew who I was too.
That was both freaky and very
,. satisfying.
So I have gotten part of my
dream. I am on the radio, people
listen, and we have people who
'like us.
Now if I can only sneak a few
ice cold frosty Buds into the studio Mike Shannon style, my
dream will be fulfilled. 0

Ken Dunkin's column
appears every other week.
Contact him by voicemail
at 871-2192, by fax at
516-6811 or bye-mail at
kdunkin@rocketmail.com

HARRIS

special to The Current

sports editor
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Panthers' defense
s·nks Rivermen

That Sinking Feeling

_.~. _____ .. ~ ___
I N_._

I

Ken Dunkin, sports editor

glass allowed the Panthers to take
42 shots to UM-St. Louis' 28,
leading to seven more field goals
and was the direct cause for the
big halftime lead.
The Panthers' stingy defense
also created havoc for the
Rivermen. Led by Anwar StewartPerry's four steals, the Panthers
stole the ball 15 times during the
game. In contrast, the Rivermen
only had one steal.
The loss drops the Rivermen's
record to 6-17, 2-13 in Great Lakes
Valley Conference play. The
Panthers moved to 21~1, and 14-1
in the GLVC.
One of the lone bright spots for
the Rivermen was the guard play.
Kyle Bixler led the team with 21
points and Greg Ross chipped in,17
points in the losing effort.
Bixler's 21 hopefully marks the
end of a slump for the freshman
who had been alternating in and out
of the starting lineup for the
Rivermen.
The Rivermen regular season

r~--·-···--·----·-·-····~-·--·-

Ky. Weslyan
UM-St. LouIs

51
34

53 43 -

..·--

104
77

Ky. Wesleyan
PT FG 3FG FT
Dana Williams
25 10
0
5
Adam Mattingly
9 4
1
0
Antonio Garcia
13 5
0 3
Patrick Critchelow 10
4
2 0
Larenzo Conner
6 3
0 0
Gino Bartolone
17 6
5 0
Rush Witt
3
0
3
Jeff Krohman
3
1
1 0
Anwar Stewart-Perry2
1
0
0
Ben Ressel
4 1
0 2
Danny McCampbell 10
4
0 2
Jason Indestad
2
1
0
0
104 40
Totals
9 15

o

UM·St. Louis
Mike Harris
Eric Stieg man
Jason Logsdon
Greg Ross
Kyle Bixler
Jeremiah Foots
Terrell Alexander
Josh Wolf
Totals

PT FG 3FG FT
12 5
o 2

3
9

1
2

1

0

o

17

7

1

5
2

21
6
7
2

8
3
2
1

5

77 29

o

o

0
0
3

o 0
7 12

winds up next week with a road
game Feb. 19 against Southern
Indiana, and the home court finale
Feb. 21 against SIU Edwardsville. 0

Riverwomen lose two
•
In a row, fall to 14·9
Daniel Hazelton/ The Current

Women's team drops below .500 in GLVe for first time this season

UM-Sl Louis forward Melanie Marcy shoots from inside the key
against Wisconsin-Parkside earlier this year. The Riverwomen didn't hit enough shots to beat Kentucky Wesleyan Thursday night
as they lost their second consecutive game.

BY

staff writer

l.1ike Hams has brought many
things with him from his playing days
at Indiana State. One of the most
important has been his leadership.
The playing days at Indiana State
taught Harris a lot about the game.
He faced tough competition many nights. One
night he may be facing
Chris Carr the next
Shea Seals.
"Indiana State played
Purdue with Glen
Robinson," Hams said.
"We also played Tulsa
"'~th Shea Seals and sev~
era! other NBA players.
Against Seals, I shut hinl
down. That was good
for the team. When we
Mike
played Sill Carbondale
I had to guard Carr. He
did well but that was expected because
he was playing well all year."
While at Indiana Hams played
well. He scored an Indiana State career
high 15 points against Ball State. He
also hit a career high four three-point~
ers against Bradly.
The adjustment to Division II was
a tough one for Harris. Staying up to
the challenge was tough at firsr. The
variety of talent in the di-lrision was the

Athletic
Department for :
information
aboLIt these and
other events.
i

i

tough part.
"In Division I talent you have players who are either better than you or
just as good," Harris said. "But, this
one of the best conference in Division
II. The difference is, though, the
teams at the top make the conference.
Teams like Northern Kenruch.J' make
this conference because they are doing
something evety year."
He also has had to
deal 'W-ith different
aspects of the game
changing from Division
L
"WIe don't run the
ball, we don't press,"
Harris said. "Division II
is a lot different. We
probably had more
[Indiana] student fans
come to the game than .
the entire crowd here."
Harris
The route to UM-St.
Louis began "rith a call
from Rivermen assistant coach Scott
Matthews. He called Harris and told
him the team would be starting a new
system in which, Harris said, the game
would revolve around the player.
While at UM~St. Louis he has
played well. He has often led the tean1
in rebounding. Hams is currently

see HARRI S, page 8
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at
Southern Indiana
7:30 p.m.

KINWORTHY

staff writer

Mike Harris adujusts
to Division n play
BY KEN DUNKIN
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The River-women basketball
team has been in a recent slump as
it has lost tWO conference games
m a row.
UM-St. Louis played Lewis
Un iversi ty on Feb. 7 hoping ro
avenge its rompi ng defeat earlier
ID t he season . But venge an ce
would have to walt . The
Riverwomen came up short, 74~
63.
The team wa s down at halfti me
32-19 and contin ue d wi th an
impressive second half co meba k,
but fell short. U M-St. Louis
outs cored Lewis 44 ~ 42 in th e s ec~
and half, but due to their slow
start w ere un able to ove rcome the
deficit.
Annette Brandy and Mela nie

Marcy paced the Riverwomen
with 21 pomts each while
Marcy added 7 blocked shots to
her record.
The ream shor a dismal 2-17
from the three point arch where
they dep end on their outside
weapons. Also in the second half,
th e Riverwomen shot 9-24 from
the field .
The team t he n trav ele d to
Kentucky~We s l e ya n and was
defeated 8 1-78.
U M ~St. Louis played well in
the
first
half
outscoring
Ken tucky-W esleyan 47-33, but
in the seco nd half was ours cored
45-34 fo r a heart-breaking loss.
T he team wa s paced by
Melanie Marcy with 29 points.
The Riverwomen scored 9 three~
p ointers in the game, but to no
avail.

Ky. Weslyan
UM-St. Louis

47
33

81
78

34 45 -

Ky. Wesleyan
PT FG 3FG FT
Angie Johnson
16 4
0 8
Neeo Ashby
2
1
0
0
Carrie Bridgeman 11
3
0 5
Kelly Brewer
3
0
0
3
Misty Geary
30 6
3 15
Stephanie Jarvis
6
2
2
0
Sara Lunsford
5 2
1 0
Cassandra Meadors 8
4
0
0
Totals
81 22
6 31

I

~- .. ------~---------

UM-St. Louis
Annette Brandy
Melanie Marcy
Krystal Logan
Charlee Dixon
Beth Ragsdale
Jane Ackerman
Sarah Carrier
Lindsay Brefeld
Totals

PT FG 3FG FT
15

5

3

2

29 11
11 4
3 1

6
3
0
2

7

2

1
0
1
1

2

1

o 0

1

0

o

1

10 3
78 27

3

1

9 15

U M-St. Louis' record stands at
14-9,7-8 in the GLVC. 0

-----------sports Analysis-- - -- - - --.......,.

NHL skating on thin ice as star athletes
retire, get injured due to rough play
Earlier this season, St. Louis Blues star Brett Hull thirty cents for the ride, it's a penalty by the rules.
Since it's not being called, the slower players actu~
said that the National Hockey League had become "a
ally bring down the skill of the stars and drag them
rodeo on ice."
Sad but true, Hull's comment accurately describes down to their level. The stars are not allowed to move
the state of professional hockey today. Superstars are freely to create offense, Honestly, which is more
lassoed with sticks and hog-tied by goons. The trade- exciting: five Rudy Poescheks or five .Brett Hulls on
mark end to end action as sociated with the N HL has the ice?
The NHL also should expand the ice surface to
given way to dull, cheap versions of professional
wrestling on ice. Bur before Billy Bob and his cousin Olympic regulation size. The length would still be the
Cletus become regulars at the "rodeo," the NHL same, but the width would increase by 15 feet.
The extra 7.5 feet on each side would discourage
needs to only make a few minor adjustments to
goalies
from going into the corner to play the puck to
restore the game's integrity.
their defensemen. This would allow more
First they need to admit there's a prob~
time
for the offense to Set up their
lem.
forecheck
which would lead to more scorStars are dropping like flies from the
ing
chances.
cheap shots that are now tolerated by offi~
The final thing the NHL needs to do is
cials. Both Pierre Turgeon and Hull suf~
abolish
the instigator rule . This rule profered broken hands from cheap slashes.
vides
automatic
ejection to a player who
Dallas' Mike Modano missed considerable
starts
a
fight.
time after a kneeing from Phoenix's Rick
It served its original purpose, to disTochet, and Anaheim's Paul Kariya w-ill
courage
fighting, but the decrease in fightmiss the Olympics after a late hit from
JOE HARRIS
..................................................
ing
has
led to an increase in illegal stick
Chicago'S Gary Sutter gave him a concussp.orts analyst
work. Dangerous high sticks and vicious
sion. Mario Lemeuix retired last year
slashes are becoming commonplace. Players feel they
because of the stick work.
How does the NHL expect to keep fan interest can get away with this because the other team's tough
high with all of its stars falling prey to bounty guy has his hands tied. He doesn't want to hurt his
team by getting an instigating penalty, so the other
hunters?
The next thing would be enforcing the interference guy gets away with it.
As a result, the injuries to Hull and Turgeon are
penalty. The rule has been on the books since the early
1900's, but is rarely called. Interference is simple: an now becoming more common.
It's time for the NHL to act before the problem
opposing player cannOt impede another player's path
to the puck. If he does, it's twO minutes of shame in gets more serious. Lemeuix is already gone, he doesn't like the country and Western motif the NHL now
the box.
Interference is occurring regularly. Slower players displays. Neither does Hull, Modano, or Kariya.
It needs to stop before the fans lose these stars as
are grabbing the faster, more skilled players and using
them for a ride. Unless they pay the quicker players well. 0
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Gene discovery links males of multiple species in study
BY EMILY
DALNODAR
...............
, ................................. -.............................. -.....
Minnesota Daily

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
(U-WIRE) - Male humans, fruit

-flies and worms have something in .
cornmon.
No, not that.
According to a recent repon
from University of Minnesota biologists, all three share a common
gene that makes them male. A three. year collaborative study headed by
University researcher and molecular
biologist David Zarkower discoveredthat not only do the three
species share a common gene, but
that gender is something that evolution determined thousands of years
ago and maintains even today.
And the group says this research
might be able to one day tell people
affected by deformed genes why it
happened. The initial work that led
to the University study came from
England 12 years ago. Jonathan
Hodgkin, who collaborated with
Zarkower, found a nematode, a

common roundworm, that had a
sexual deformity. It was missing its
sex ' bristles, which help it locate a
mate.
. Hodgkin located the approximate area of where the gene should
be, but he did not isolate the gene
itself.
A few years later, Ken Bunis, a
researcher at Stanford University,
discovered a gene in fruit flies, called
the doublesex gene that manipulates
the gender of that species.
But it wasn't until Zarkower and
his team of researchers' wQrk that
any correlations between worms
and flies were found.
The research was funded by
grants from the National Institutes
of Health, the Minnesota Medical
Foundation and the University
Medical School. The research results
appeared in Thursday's edition of
Nature magazine.The project team
also includes: Chris Raymond, a
graduate student in biochemistry,
Emily Parker, a lab technician and
junior scientist in the Institute of

-------READER RESPONSE------

Human Genetics, and Woelsung Yi,
a graduate student in biochemistry.
The team isolated the gene that
Hodgkin had suspected of causing
the sexual deformities in the roundworm. To do this, the research team
first cloned a worm found to have a
deformity, which they suspected the
defective gene caused.
All the members of the research
team gave their input and suggestions and were a big part of the
process, Raymond said.
After a worm with the deformed
gene is cloned, researchers mash it
up with other worms into a pastelike substance and then purify it
with a solution so that only the
DNA is left. Purifiers are usually
enzymes or phenol that strip away
the proteins leaving only the DNA.
(CWe don't use the same procedure with the humans, thou gh,"
Zarkower said.
After isolating the gene, called
mab-3, Zarkower saw that it looked
a lot like the doublesex gene in fruit
flies.

GUEST,

from page 4
become more active they will need
more than an hour a day to accomplish the goals that their organization . thing about me) Did I date your
sets. If UM-St. Louis wants. to
cousin? I'm sorry whatever it is. I'll
become more like a "university" and
be better, I promise.
I feel that the proposed "enrich- try to shed the commuter image
ment hour" is a horrible idea. This ,they shouldn't build a new U Center
from page 7
campus is a commuter campus more or a Performing Am Center. UMthan anything. Many who register as St. Louis should take that money and
students have jobs and some have build more do nus for students to live
leading the team in scoring. He is
families to take care of on top of a job in. I feel that if more students live on
averaging 13 points per game and
and school. Besides, how much of a campus then more students will get
around 7 rebounds per game.
difference is this hour going to . involved on campus.
"He has been a good leader,"
-Undsay Fox
make? If students are gOlng to
FUvermen
head
coach
FUch
Meckfessel said
The time at UM-St. Louis has also
given him an opportunity to play with
For recent letters to the editor, or to send a
several players he has grown fond of.
"I like playing with everybody,"
letter to the editor, log onto our web page Harris said, "but Little Greg Ross
www.ums1.edulstudenUife/current - and
keeps me going during games. I have
click on "Letters to the editor.'''
also enjoyed playing with BJ Foots
and Eric Stiegman. Those guys really
keep me going." 0

Put the brakes on
Stop Hour

HARRIS ,

"I thought, if this gene exists in somes, which are numbered.
"Like Alzheimer's disease is
flies and worms, why not humans?"
Zarkower said.
found on chromosome 21, DMT1 is
The team of researchers found found on a particular chromosome,"
the human counterpart to the dou- Hirsch said. "It is at the very tip of
blesex and mab-3
the 'short arm' of
gene, called DMT1 by
chromosome 9."
She also said this
usmg a computer
thought, if
database that keeps
was an interesting disthis gene
track of all human
covery because there
had been several chilDNA. After fmding a exists in flies
dren
born
with
match, the next step and worms,
was to find . the chroimproper sexual develmosome on which the why not
opment that also had
gene resided.
humans?
problems with their
The
Clinical
chromosome 9. And
Cytogenics Lab in the
·David Z ark ower although it is nor clear
Mayo Clinic collabomolecular biologist exactly what the gene
rated in the effortS by
,.,
does, researchers know
' "
that the gene definitely
mapping Out where, in
human DNA, the DMTl gene lies. has an effect on the gender of human
"We know that every gene eventual- speCles.
ly has a particular place and we had
"A Y chromosome is essential for
to find out which one DMT1 is
a male, but nor the only thing,"
found on," said Betsy Hirsch, asso- Zarkower said.
People who have an X and a Y
ciate professor in the department of
laboratory medicine and pathology. chromosome are normally born male,
Humans have 23 pairs of chromo- but if that person is missing one of

--"--

I know what you all are saying,
what about the males?
What about the males?
Do you really think I wrote this
article .for the males? I personally
think there are toO many males on
this campus to begin with. There

CRC,

from page 5

cial events, on-campus interviewing
schedules, links to company information, Career Mapper and many
more useful tools.
Career Mapper and the selfassessment exercise are designed to
help students who may not be sure
which direction they want to stan in.
"(Career Mapper) is good for
people who don't know what they
want to do because it works with
(their) abilities and skills and matches them to a job title," Kettler
ex-plains.

the rwo normal copies of the DMTY
gene, that person will have serious
sexual complications.
Some people with this condition,
which is extremely rare, are born
female but will be sterile.
Some will be born hermaphrodites, having both the male and '
female organs, and some will be born
without being able to determine what
gender they are, Zarkower said.
Now, the researchers are looking
exclusively at women who have XY
chromosomes and are missing one of
the DMT1 genes. They are looking
for a mutation in the gene to make
sure that the gene does, indeed, deterrrune sex.
"In terms of helping people immediately, it's not clear. (The mutation) happens in me embryo so early, mere's noming you can do about it," Zarkower said
He said that maybe in the future doctors will be able to take a cell out of the
womb efore it starts to develop and
determine any problems before they
start, but this i~ just the initial
research. 0

should be a law or something against
It.

Bottom line, give a brother a
chance! If you're having a bad day go
home. JUSt don't ruin my day
because I'm trying to communicate
with you. Thank you for listening. 0
This week begins the on-campus
interviev..jng for this semester. There
will be more than 200 employers visiting the campus, bringing opportunities to students and new graduates.
It's a perfect way to meet with people in the business and start making
connections, and also to practice
inter\~ ewing skills.
The Gateway to Careers Job Fair
scheduled for March 5 focuses on
business and Arts and Science
maj ors. The Gateway Teacher
Recruiting Fai r on March 6 and the
Last Minute Teacher Job Fair in
August are directed at education
majo('£. There were over 11,000 jobs
available last year.

Kelly Williams graduated from I
UM-St. Louis in May of 1997 with a
bachelor's degree in marketing. She
recently went to Career Services to
polish up her resume and get on the
inside track to successful companies.
"One of the major problems people have is not being prepared
enough when entering the job market. There is too much competition J
and too many people with degrees to
take it casually. It's important co
have an edge of some kind; a connection," Williams says.
Career Service is a great way to
get that edge. As Kettler comment , .
it is the student who needs to put in
.
the time and effort. 0
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Take a Free Test Drive
and find out!
February 21, 1998

Will your company grow as fast as you do?
Almost every compan v' s r ec ruitin~ ild promises yo u rilpid ~row th. Before
making ilnv decisions, ilsk them how fast th ey're g rowing. A fter illl, yo u're going
to h ave tro u ble mlwing up it you r company isn' t.
Over the last fi ve years , Andersen Consu lting g rew on the il verilge o f 20";, per
vear.
, Compare th at figu re to ilny othe r firm you ' re cons idering. It cou ld be the difference between getting ahead and ba ng ing \' our head .

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING

Call today to reserve your seat!

For more information. please visit
our website at: http ://www.ac .com

KAPLAN'

Come Visit Ou r Re presentatives
Event

1•800•KAP•.yEST
www.kaplan.com

'Course names are registered trademalks of their respocIive owners.

Presentation
1 st Interviews

Date
Monday, February 23, 1998
Monday, March 16, 1998

Time
7:00p.m.
All day

Time
JC Penny Bldg. Room 75
Career Services

Please stop by Career Services to submit your resume and fill out an application

February 16 , 1998

Page 9
Tom Wombacher, advertising rep.

phone: 516-5316 fax : 516-6811
e-mail: current@jinx.umsl.edu
=

\

UM-St. Louis students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!
CLASSIFIED
RATES

\,

(314)
516-5316

:VISA. i
» ::2

-wrn

Otherwise, classified advertising is $10 for 40 words or less in straight text format. Bold and
CAPS letters are free. All classifieds must be prepaid by check, money order or credit card.
Deadline is Thursday at 5 p.m. prior to publication.

http://www.umsl.edu/studentlife/current/

)

St. louis: MAZATLAN! Spring
Breakl Free Trips! CASH!
Starting at $399! Includes 7
Nights hotel, air, party & food discounts. Organize a group and travel FREE! Call 1-888-472-3933
USA Spring Break Travel
Since 1976
#1 SPRING BREAK ***DON'T GET
BURNED*** SunSplash !! The
RELIABLE SPRING BREAK CO. 12
YEARS EXP!!! LOWEST PRICES
fr:$89 FREE Trips,
Parties-Drinks & Food!!! Jamaica,
Cancun, Florida, Padre & more!
For free info: 1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
*Sprlng Break '98 Get Golnglll
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, &
Florida. Group Discounts &
Free Drink Parties! Sell 5 & go
free! Book Now!!1
Visa/ MC/Disc/ Amex
1-800-234-7007

Cellca 1980, 2 Door Yellow,
Good Car, $450 Ca ll 477-1284,
Leave Message or Ask for Joel

87 Nlssan Centra, 5-Speed, 2Door, white, AM / FM cassette,
runs great, 177 ,000 miles $700
O.B .O. Call 521-4559
Mac Computer w/Stylewrlter
printer and word processing
software included. Compact
and dependable. Must sell :
$350 Call (314) 931-7386

Earn $750 - $1500jWeek
Ra ise all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA Fundralser on your campus.
No investment & very little time
needed. There's no obligation,
so why not call for information
today.
Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95 .
FREE T-SHIRT + $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organ ization can raise up
to $1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00 / VISA application. Call 1800-932-0528 ext 65 . Qualified
callers recei ve FREE T-SHIRT
All NURSING students currently
in your second year (or higher) ,
Become a patient care te chnician at Barnes-Jewish Hospital,
and begin applying the skills
you're learning in a real hospital
setting . * Good Pay *Create
your own hours (minimum of 16
weekend hours a month manditory * Looks great on resume
For more info., call Lori @ 7476670

current@jinx.umsl.edu
SUBLEASE: Apt in Olivette. 1520 min. drive from UMSL. NO
DEPOSIT! May renew lease.
2BR, 1 Bath, HEATED GARAGE,
walk-in closet, deck, cia, mod.
kitchen w /brand new dishwasher, pantry, laundry, extra storage.
Some utilities paid. Ladue
Schools. $555 . Available
February. Call 989-0615

"INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY"II
Never forget special occasions,
events, and dates again!! We
will remind you for the rest of
your entire life! For info.
Call Matt @ 631-8162

Buying all Beanie Babies retired
and new. Paying Cash . Call
Andy @ 579-9758.

catitc,utit $3'1'1
JaWJaic,a $3'1'1

Wanted: Assistant to help
disabled student with library
research. Fee negotiable .
Please contact John at 869-4968
After 5:00 P.M.

Looking to attract new
members?
Need help promoting
your events?

Musicians Needed: Rappers,
singers, and OJ's needed for '
local production crew. Locally
owned record label seeks new
artists. Call 871-2192 and leave
a message.

Jerry Rice Game Model Jersey,
brand NEW never worn, tags
still attached. $125 Call Ken @
871-2192 and leave a message .

TI-92 Graphing Calculator.
Have Manual & Cable.
Bookstore Price $249, I'm
· asking $200 Call 436-3046
or e-mail
s102415 7@admiral.umsl.edu

fl~ri<fa

$'1'1
R

CAMPUS REPS CAN GO FREE!

E

Let students know
what your organization
is all about!

Advertise in

lElJr l.Cnrrrnt

Rad io Station seeks Talk Show
Host, Part Time . Must be able
to converse on current new stopics. Graduate students, upperclassmen and faculty advisors
preferred. Write: Radio
Production ; P.O. Box 178; St.
Louis, MO . 63166.

Epson Dot matrix printer, 6
years old, but it's like NEW.
Comes without printer cable.
$55 Call Heidi @ 516-8637

."Sa'iattJ as $'12'

Student Organization
discounts available

~f'{ ~Ill:

HappyB-Day
A Guiness is
on me. D.

Pregnant?

bedroom condo in Oakville, very
nicely furnished in great area
$260/ month plus 1/ 2 electric .
Call Mark at 846-3867 or email
mmcelv3720@aol.com

The Old Spaghetti Factory
The Old Spaghetti Factory on Laclede's Landing has
immediate positions available for servers & bussers.
You can set your own scHedule & no experience is
necessary. If you would like to work in a Fun
Atmosphere with a great team, in a restaurant
dedicated to high standards, apply in person
Monday - Saturday
between 11am & 4pm
Please use service entrance

'GDOSCH
AJU)ENS~

727 N. 1st Street

r · · · ·· ···············~~

IRELAND
Mayno'oth College

•
1998 •:

U.S. Sponsor

SI. Bon aven ture U ni v. ,
Ms. A lice Sayegh

• Iri sh Studies
• Libe ral Arts
• 2. 9 G.P.A. Required

NY

(7 16) 375-2574
T rum an Slate U ni v., MO
Dr. Pat rick L ecaq ue

(8 16) 785-4076

University of Limerick

For m ore info rmati on, co nt ac t

Dr. Patrick Lecaque
• Iri sh Studies
• Liberal Arts and Sciences
• Bu sin ess and Engi neering
·2.9 G.P.A . Required

Truman State University
Ce nte r for Intern ati onal Ed.
Kirk Buildin g 120
Kirk sv ille, MO 6350 J

(8 16) 78 5-4076

University College Galway

:

••
;

Gateway to Careers
•;
Job Fair

••
:
•

•
••
•

•

•
•
•
•

Iri sh Studies
Liberal Arts and Sci e nces
Marine Science
3 .0 G .P.A. Required

Ride the Waves
to Career
Opportunities

:
~

•:
•
:

••
;
•:

ihursday, March 5, 1998

••

Mark Twain Building
9:00 a.m. - 3 p.m.

:
•

Career Services

•
••

308 Woods Hall- -516-5111

:

$5 Registration before February 26

$10 at the Door

.....................
Sponsored by the GalBway P1aCement Association

•

•

~

TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA

A GREAT PLACE TO WORK
Spend everyday doing what you love. On stage or behind the scenes. At Busch
.Gardens, we otter over 15 professional shows and 6 stages.

AUDITIONS

St. louis
Hyatt Regenc.y
One St. Louis
Union Station
MONDAY,
february 23, 1998
9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Dance Audltlon$
12:00 Noon

For audition information, you
may call the Audition Hotline
at (813) 987·5164 prior to
audition date. If unable to
attend the audition, please
send your resume and best
material on VIDEOTAPE
(non·returnable) to Busch
Gardens Auditions, Entertainment Department,. P.O.
Box9158, Tampa, FL336749158.

Our great benefits include :
• Comprehensive health care
program
• Tuition reimbursement
• Time off with pay
• Free tickets
• Merchandise discounts
Our hourly pay rates:
• Musicians $11.70
• Mimes $11.25
• Vocalists, Dancers,
Performers $11.25
• Costumed Characters $9.43
• Technicians $9.75
• Dressers $7.37
FuJI-time is 32·40 hours per week .
Overtime {over 40 hours} is time and
a half.

Anheuser-Busch Theme Parks are Equal Opportunity Employers M/F/D/V.
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Departmen1toprumoresafetythroughlI11.XInmeSS.

February 6, 1998
A person at the U-Meadows was arrested on an active war-

rant from the City of St. Louis.

!
III

February 9, 1998
A student at U-Meadows reported that her boyfriend took

her vehicle without her permission. The vehicle is listed as
stolen.
February 10, 1998

___ .. _...__~_
~j
A student reported that at 1:50 a.m., he received a threat - ,
ening message over his personal pager while at the UI
Meadows.
A staff person reported that at 1:30 p.m., an unknown person stole her purse from 316 CCB.
A description was given of a pe'rson seen running from the
room before the discovery was made. The purse was left
unattended .
A staff person reported that on January 15, a floor fan was

HEAL TH, from page 1
Mondays from 3 to 7 p.m., includes
information on sexually transmitted
diseases, treatment for urinary tract and
yeast infections, breast exams, pap
smears and birth control. The program
. is a collaborative effort with the
Children's Advocacy Centre.
Carey said that Health Services is

also in the process of fonning a Student
H ea lth Advisory Committee. The
panel will consist of s~ to seven students who will participate in the clinic's
outreach activities and offer feedback
on the health needs of students.
"We'd like to get a variety of students," Carey said, "something that
represents the entire campus community."
The additions to Uniyersity Health
Services' offerings is possible in part

due to a $1.50 per semester increase in
student health fees. The increase, from
$7.50 to $9,00 per semester, was
endorsed by Student Government
Association . representatives
In
December and passed by the Board of
Curators last month,
At the November SGA meeting, Karl
Beeler, associate vice chancellorfor Student
Affairs, said the fee increase would help
suppon: the mission of the clinic.
"Our goal has always been to provide

ed that at 3:30 p.m., a person began to act suspiciously by
staring at library users .

I
.

Febru ary 1 1, 1 998
A staff member reported several sets of headphones being

taken from a lab in 419 Clark Hall during the last two
weeks.
February 12, 1998
A student reported that between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m., some

unknown person took $30.00 cash from her wallet. The wallet had been left in a bag in 110 Clark Hall.

services to students \vith the benefit of, but
""1th less than the COSt and more of the
convenience, of going to their doctor,"
Beeler said.
Carey said that Health Services will
continue to offer outreach programs in a
variety of areaS, such as blood pressure,
glucose and cholesterol screenings; eating
disorders; CPR and general health promooon.
The clinic is also planning a Health
Awareness Day in April. 0
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Long isn't it?
We think so, too.
Coming soon, a much shorter, catchier and
sensible way to access The Current online.

~pfing break fever
• ..;..
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M ANAGEMENT
CONSULTING
OPPORTUN ITIES

They' re in touch, in transi t and in dem and .. . on-site, on-l ine

MEET WITH ERNST & YOUNG
ON CAMPUS

and on-the-move . . , improving businesses, envis ioning fut ure
technologi es and dri\'ing change ... thi nking ou ts ide the box,
designing solutions and delivering value to cus tomers .

Want

$25,000+
for
college?
The Armv Reserve can help
you take a big bite out of college
expenses.
How?
If you qu al ify , the Montgomery GI Bill could provide
you with over $7.000 for college
or approved vo/tech training.
We'll also pay yo u over $107 a
weekend to start. Training is
usually one weekend a month
plus two weeks' Annual Training. By adding the pay for Basic
Training and skill training, you 'll
earn over $18,000 during a standard enlistment
So if vou could use a little
finan~ia( help getting through
school-the kind that won't
interfere with school-stL'p by
or call:

426-0335
BE ALL YOU CAN B E ~

-

ARMY
RESERVE
www.goarmy.com

University of Missouri - St Louis
They're Ernst

2/17 Internship Interviews

6,

goi ng places -

Young Management COl15ulta nts, and they're
making a global impact in on e of the most

. dynamiC fields or the 90s and be),ond.
As an Ernst & Young Management Consultan t, you'll help campa ies from Fortune 1,000 iants to ilicon Valley start-ups explore new strate-

gies, methods, markets and technologies - long before ot hers are even aware the), exist.
Oi equal impol·tance, wh il e l'0u're' learning and ac hieving, \V~ ' II put all the strength of our industry-leading orga nizat ion be hi nd yo ur

own caree r develDpment. With 12,500 Manage ment Consu lta nts delivering ideas and solu tions from 89 oriices world vi de, we provid e
an un paralle led viOrld of resources and the opportu nity to orow and learn with a proven leader in i oda~" s business.
To arrange for a: one-on -one interview or for more in form ation, please c o ntac t: Mike Wilson, Campus Recruiting Manager, Ernst & Young
LlP, 701 M;vket Street, Suite 1400, St.louis, MO 63101; .or fax: (31 4) 259-1 618 , Please , is it our web site at: http ://www. e y.coill. No

phone ca lls please.

THERE ISN'T A BUSINESS WE CAN'T IMPROVpM

i!J ERNST & YOUNG LLP

i

